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Clovis Police Department strives to serve the citizens of the community and provide law
enforcement services to everyone who comes to our city. The men and women of this
organization continued to perform at the highest level. The following information is the
highlights of the activity and accomplishments by our agency for the past year.
The department's staffing of personnel averaged 57 sworn officers over the twelve
month period. The dispatch center continued to function with an average staff of 13
Telecommunicators handling 131,656 incoming and outgoing calls to the center. A total
of 5,007 calls were received thrrough the E-911 lines and 28,037 calls were received by
the wire-less (cell phone) 911 system.
In 2017, the department responded to a total of 39,238 calls for service and we
completed 7,251 incident reports. In 2016, the department responded to 40,863 calls for
service and completed 7,866 incident reports. This reflects a -3.90% decrease in the calls
for service and a -8.48% decrease change in the number of incident reports from the
previous year.
The officers made a total of 2,199 arrests for 2017. Of these arrests, 822 of them resulted
in felony charges.
The department has had a very challenging year but has worked diligently in taking care
of cases. In 2017, we saw an increase in our Index crimes. This includes the categories
of Homicide, Rape, Robbery, Aggravated Assault, Burglary, Larceny and Motor Vehicle
Thefts. The 2017 Index Crimes increased 191.4% in comparison to 2016. This
significant increase was due to two incidents involving double homicides during those
criminal acts, which brought the total number of homicides in the city to six in 2017,
compared to two in 2016.
The Special Operations Unit (SOU) produced a 44.7% clearance rate for 2017. The SOU
was assigned 506 cases in 2017. The Detectives cleared 283 of these cases by arrest or
other exceptional means. With the team work of Patrol and Investigations, these
numbers are well above the national average.
The Major Crimes Unit was activated on four occasions in 2017. These incidents
involved six homicides which occurred in Clovis; two of these were from stabbings, and
we also had two incidents where two individuals were killed during the incident. This
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has been a very tough and emotional year for our community, with one of these
incidents involving the Clovis-Carver Public Library shooting.
The department organized and implemented three community events. Cops-n-Kids
Basketball, National Night Out and Cops-n-Kids Christmas. None of these events would
have been achievable without the men and women of the Clovis Police Department.
Therefore, I want to say "Thank You!" to all Clovis Police Department employees for
their hard work and dedication to providing ethical and professional policing services to
our citizens and community.

Douglas R. Ford
Chief of Police
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The Clovis Police Department’s mission is to provide professional and ethical police
services in partnership with our citizens; to identify and solve the problems of crime, to
reduce the fear of crime and prevent social disorder, thereby making Clovis a safer
community to live, work and play in.

As an organization, it is our vision to be leaders in the police profession where we
demonstrate through our partnership with the community our commitment to a high
standard of quality of life for the citizens of Clovis. Therefore:

 We value human life and dignity.
 We believe integrity is the basis for community trust.
 We believe in the principles embodied in our Constitution.
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Combat Cross (Red, White, Blue Bar with a Centered “V”): Awarded to
departmental employees for conspicuous gallantry while acting in the line of duty;
presented to officers for acts of exceptional bravery performed at very high risk to their
own lives with full awareness of the danger involved. This award is presented in the
form of a medal, a ribbon bar, and a certificate. The recipients for the Combat Cross
with Valor were:
Chief Douglas Ford
MPO/Det. David Sandoval
MPO/Det. Dale Rice
Police Medal: Awarded to any departmental employee who rendered services beyond
the ordinary course of duty with alertness, perseverance, or timely judgment in the
protection of life, the prevention or solving of a major crime, or the apprehension of an
armed or dangerous person. The recipients were:
Capt. Roman Romero
Lt. Steven Wright
Sgt. Jon Howard
Sgt. James Gurule (2nd Award)
Det. Rick Smith
Officer Pedro Bolin
Officer Quentin Bryant
Officer Jared Herrington
Officer Travis Loomis

Capt. Roger Dial
Lt. Lyndell Stansell
MPO Jared Romero
Sgt. Rafael Aguilar
Officer Randall Pitcock
Officer Kendrick Navales
MPO Daniel Casarez
Officer Joseph Settle
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Life Saving Medal: Conferred upon any employee of the department whose actions
directly contributed to saving or significantly prolonging human life. The recipients
were:
MPO Moe Parker
Sgt. Trevor Thron
MPO Brian Wanzor
Officer Haley Levy

Officer John Hong (2 Awards)
Officer Antonio Orozco
MPO Brent Aguilar

Meritorious Service Medal: Presented for acts of bravery, meritorious service, and
unusual attention to duty, outstanding performance of assigned functions, or community
service, which reflected favorably on the department and/or promoted public safety in
the community. The recipients were:
Lt. Robert “Robbie” Telles
Officer Travis Loomis

MPO Roland Kroeger
MPO Bart Phillips

Certificate of Commendation: Presented in recognition of a high degree of
competence and professionalism in the performance of departmental duties. This
includes exemplary conduct during a field incident or operation, outstanding
administrative work, the effective handling of a criminal investigation, the organization
of a new and beneficial departmental program, designing and conducting a course of
training, and commendable participation in any other activity that improves the
department’s functioning or brings credit upon the department in any way. It may also
be presented to any employee who has demonstrated long-term excellence in service to
the agency. This award is presented in the form of a certificate. The recipients were:
Sgt. Rafael Aguilar

Officer Darren McPherson
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Unit Citation Awards, SWAT (Special Weapons & Tactics) Team: Awarded to
members of a group or unit in the performance of their duties during a specific time
period, operation or incident which resulted in a positive outcome, accomplishment or
outstanding performance which reflected favorably towards the department. The
recipients were:
Erik Galvan-Dispatch Supervisor

Amber Ruiz

Adriana Corrales

Gina Styring

Ethan Baldock
Military Service Award: Awarded to all members of the department who loyally
served in any branch of the United States Armed Service and received an Honorable
Discharge or retirement after a distinguished and faithful service. The recipients were:
MPO Roland Kroeger-USAF
John Hong-Army National Guard

MPO Russell Gould-USAF

Educational Achievement (specific commendation bar for level of degree
completed): Presented in recognition of completing a secondary education program
through an accredited college or university and having received the confirmed degree
for a specified course of study. This is awarded to departmental personnel who have
met the criteria, will wear the commendation bar for the highest level of degree which
they have been confirmed with. A copy of the degree will be reviewed by the Chief of
Police or his designee and kept in the Officer’s personnel file. The recipients were:

Officer Jordan Riddle-Bachelors Degree

Kirsten Tracy-Associates Degree

Officer John Hong-Bachelors Degree
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Years of Service
5 Years of Service:
Sgt. James Gurule

07/09/2012-07/09/2017

10 Years of Service
Sgt. Jonathan Howard
Sgt. Trevor Thron
Mr. Ronnie Marez

01/15/2007-01/15/2017
10/08/2007-10/08/2017
04/30/2007-04/30/2017

20 Years of Service
Chief Douglas R. Ford
Det. Dale Rice
MPO Russell Gould

10/20/1997-10/20/2017
02/18/1997-02/18/2017
02/18/1997-02/18/2017
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In April 2017, Records clerks participated in the Home and Garden Show where they
had about 70 children participated in the Child ID Kit sponsored by the Clovis Police
Department.
In May 2017, Detective Boren hosted the annual Cops & Kids Basketball event. We
had 120 children participate in the basketball event at Rock Stabus Gymnasium at the
Clovis High School.
In October 2017, Lt. Steve Wright attended a job fair at ENMU to promote Clovis
Police Department and the policing family.
In October 2017, Officer Wanzor promoted to Master Police Officer (MPO) as a K9
officer and subsequently obtained a Police Service Dog (PSD) Castor as the newest K9
member of the Clovis Police Department.
In October 2017, the Clovis Police Department participated in the Texas and New
Mexico National Night Out.
In December 2017, 106 children participated in Cops & Kids Christmas and received
$200.00 each to spend on gifts at Wal-Mart.
In December 2017, Officers F. Hernandez and Detective Sandoval became Defensive
Tactics Instructors.
Other Promotions in 2017:
Sgt. Thron was promoted to Lieutenant and moved from Field Services to the
Detective’s Unit.
Officer Loomis was promoted to Sergeant in Field Services.
Officer Sandoval was moved to the Detectives Unit from Field Services.
Officer Mailman was promoted to Master Police Officer (MPO).
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During 2017 the Clovis Police Department hired:





10 Police Officers
4 Dispatch Specialists
3 Animal Control Officers
1 Records Clerk.

2017 Cops and Kids Christmas
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The Uniform Crime Reporting Program classifies offenses into two groups, Part I and
Part II crimes. Each month, the department submits information on the number of Part I
offenses (Crime Index) reported to the Police Department. Those offenses are cleared
by arrest or exceptional means, and the age, sex, and race of person (s) arrested. We
provide only arrest data for Part II offenses.
The Part I offenses, which comprise the Crime Index because of their seriousness and
frequency, are defined below:
Criminal Homicide- Murder and non-negligent manslaughter: The willful (nonnegligent) killing of one human being by another. Deaths caused by negligence,
attempts to kill, assaults to kill, suicides, and accidental deaths are excluded.
Rape/CSP of Minor- The carnal knowledge of a female/male forcibly and against
her/his will. Rapes by force and attempts or assaults to rape, regardless of the age of the
victim, are included. Statutory offense (no force used, victim is under age of consent)
are excluded.
Robbery- The taking, or attempting to take, anything of value from the care, custody, or
control of a person or persons by force or threat of force or violence and/or by putting
the victim in fear.
Aggravated Assault- An unlawful attack by one person upon another for the purpose of
inflicting severe or aggravated bodily injury. This type of assault usually is
accompanied by the use of a weapon or by means likely to produce death or great bodily
harm. Simple assaults are excluded.
Burglary- The unlawful entry of a structure to commit a felony or a (breaking or
entering) theft. Attempted forcible entry is included.
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Larceny-Theft- The unlawful taking, carrying, leading, or riding away of (except motor
vehicle theft) property from the possession or constructive possession of another.
Examples are thefts of bicycles or automobile accessories, shoplifting, pocket-picking,
or the stealing of any property or article which is not taken by force and violence or by
fraud. Attempted larcenies are included. Embezzlement, confidence games, forgery,
worthless checks, etc. are excluded.
Motor Vehicle Theft- The theft or attempted theft of a motor vehicle. A motor vehicle
is self-propelled and runs on the surface and not on rails. Motorboats, construction
equipment, airplanes, and farming equipment are specifically excluded from this
category.
The following is a breakdown of the Index Crimes the Clovis Police Department
recorded for 2017:
Murder:

6

up from 2 in 2016

CSP (Rape)/CSP of a Minor:

49

up from 39 in 2016

Robbery:

16

up from 33 in 2016

Aggravated Assault:

102

up from 56 in 2016

Burglary:

639

up from 627 in 2016

Larceny/Shoplifting:

813

down from 1,077 in 2016

Motor Vehicle Theft:

140

down from 169 in 2016

Felony Arrests:

822

up from 799 in 2016
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Calls for Service

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

% of change

2016 & 2017
______________________________________________________________________________
Calls for Service
36,636 41,685 41,092 40,863
39,238
-3.98%
Offense Reports

7,985

7,767

8,157

7,866

7,251

-8.48%

Crash Reports

1,530

1,220

1,376

1,231

1,181

- 4.23%

Persons Crimes

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Rape/CSP Minor

55

31

37

23

49

46.94%

Robbery

22

27

27

46

16

-21.74%

% of change
2016 & 2017
_____________________________________________________________________________
Murder
2
2
0
2
6
200%

Aggravated Assault
76
85
63
154
102
-33.77%
_____________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL
155
145
127
225
173
191.4%
Property Crimes

% of change
2016 & 2017
______________________________________________________________________________
Burglary
803
736
725
529
639
20.79%
Theft & Larceny
Motor Vehicle Theft
TOTAL

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

1,082

1,003

1,137

1,695

813

-47.96%

96

118

105

169

140

-20.71%

1,981

1,857

1,967

2,393

1,592

-50.31%

Crime numbers are based on those reported to UCR (Uniform Crime Index) by the Records Unit
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The Clovis Police Department’s Field Services Division is comprised of Patrol,
Dispatch, Traffic and Major Crash Unit, K-9, Gang Unit and Animal Control. There are
33 officers and 11 supervisors responsible for the day-to-day response to calls for
service. The Animal Control Unit is comprised of four officers and a supervisor.
Patrol

The Field Services Bureau continued to be proactive and handled calls for services for
the citizens of our community. 2017 saw several veteran officers leave the agency to
pursue other life adventures. We are continuing to teach and mentor our patrol officers
in order to enhance the performance and professionalism of our agency.
 Calls for Service:

39,238-Down 1,625 from 2016, 3,270 per month

 Incident reports taken:_ 7,251-Down 615 from 2016, 604 per month
 Citations:__________ _9,851-Up 581 from 2016, 821 per month
 Arrests:___________ _ 2,199-Down 64 from 2016, 183 per month
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In 2017, the Clovis Police Dispatch center sent two dispatchers to the Academy, Gina
Styring and Mabel Acosta. Three dispatchers were still in need of certification.
Vanessa Acosta, Ethan Baldock and Alexis Halteman. Vanessa Acosta is scheduled for
February 2018.
Online training was implemented by Police Services keeping all dispatchers current on
in-service training.
Motorola Emergency Callworks were scheduled for installation in January 2018. This
upgrade will replace the existing call taking program (Vesta). The upgrade is scheduled
for 01/08/2018 with training and going live on 01/22/2018. This is being funded by the
New Mexico Department of Finance.
Dispatch began 2017 on 8 hour shifts; however, due to extremely low manning, 12 hour
shifts were implemented. In the first portion of December, the center was able to return
to 8 hour shifts.
According to the Call Center Overview statistics, August 2017 was the busiest month
with calls while February 2017 was determined to be the least busiest for calls in the
communication center.
During 2017,New Mexico State Police closed the Tucumcari Dispatch Center and
moved operations to Las Vegas, New Mexico. When this occurred, our center took
possession of the NMSP warrant file. Our center houses and maintains NMSP’s
warrants for District 9.
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Administrative Calls per Line-2017











763-9472***44,708-Up 841 from 2016
763-9473*** 9,714-Up 552 from 2016
763-9474*** 7,942-Down 153 from 2016
763-9475*** 4,697-Up 284 from 2016

Administration Line: 71,423-Up 1295 from 2016
E-911 Calls:
5,007-Down 137 from 2016
911 Wireless Calls: 28,037-Down 5633 from 2016
Inbound Calls:
100,106-Down 2408 from 2016
Outbound Calls:
31,550-Up 59 from 2016
Total Calls:
131,656-Down 2349 from 2016
____________________________
Telecommunicator Adrianna Corrales
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The Records Unit had a busy year. Throughout the year, the Records Unit struggled
with manning. By the end of 2017, the Records Unit was fully staffed.
Records generated $29,419.05 in revenue for 2017, an $8,569.55 increase compared to
2016. Records entered 368 incident reports (490 in 2016), 1,198 crash reports (1,729 in
2016), 10,121 citations (7,639 in 2016), and 2,984 supplemental reports (2,219 in 2016)
for entry into CAPERS Records Management System Database for 2017. The Records
Unit acted on 12,963 requests for services during this past year, which is down 18.5%.
Reports Entered
Citations Entered
Booking Sheets Entered
Discovery Entered
Requests for Services
Crash Logic Reports-Uploaded
Crash Logic Reports-Purchased
Request for records
Background Checks
Fingerprints

368
1,021
2,184
439
12,963
1,157
639
3,577
2,712
3,057

Supplements Entered
Warrants Entered
Crashes Entered
Triple I’s

2,984
1,675
1,198
600

Crash Logic Revenue
Fingerprint Revenue

$1,278.00
$7,143.00

Total Revenue Generated $29,419.05
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Animal Control implemented the volunteer program in 2017 and has only had 1
volunteer continue to return to assist. During 2017, three employees were hired as
Animal Control Officers: Kaitlyn Jackson and Dorian Montoya were hired in June, and
Kelly Coleman was hired in October.
In 2017, Animal Control took in $56,895.50 ($21,570.50 in cash, $990.00 in checks and
$34,335.00 by credit card). Of the $56,895.50, $39,200.00 was for veterinary services.
By comparison, in 2016 Animal Control took in $60,225.50 with $28,815.00 going to
veterinary services.
Animal Control took 3,782 calls and had 2,144 intakes.
Adopted-

233 in 2017 down from 417 in 2016

Reclaims-

252 in 2017 down from 308 in 2016

Euthanized-

721 in 2017 down from 959 in 2016

2017
Total
Stray Dogs
1,216
Stray Cats
426
Stray Others
18
Donated Dogs
322
Donated Cats
61
Reclaimed Animals
252
Expired Others
42
Expired Dogs and Cats 209

Euthanized Dogs
Euthanized Cats
Euthanized Others
Adopted Animals
Expired Animals
Bite-Dogs
Bite

Total
390
331
15
233
128
92
11
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 Total Calls Received
3,783
 Total Calls Answered
3,782
 Total Verbal Warnings
241
 Total Written Warnings
430
 Citations Issued
269
 City Tags Issued
1,536
__________________________________________________________________
 Euthanasia Used
2.50L
 Ket/XYL Used
360ml
 Ave. Euthanasia/animal
3.47ml
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The Clovis Police Traffic Unit has the responsibility of conducting traffic crash
investigations, DWI (Driving While Intoxicated) and traffic enforcement. This is done
with the use of police vehicles and motorcycles equipped with Radar and Lidar systems.
Members of the unit have received a variety of very specialized training to investigate
auto and pedestrian traffic crashes. They have received enhanced training in detecting
and processing DWI investigations.
Below are the statistics involving traffic related incidents:
 Traffic citations for entire department:
 Total traffic crashes:
 DWI’s:
Total Traffic Citations for Agency-9851
 Citations
 Warnings
 Non- Traffic citations
 Parking citations
Crash Statistics
Calls
Non-injury crashes
492
Crashes with injuries
149
Crashes blocking traffic
236
Private property crashes
289
Hit and run crashes
352
TOTAL CRASH REPORTS
TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE
DWI Statistics

9,851
1,160
103

5,730
3,717
3 13
91
Reports
405
131
222
108
294
1,160-Capers
1,518

The department made 103 DWI arrests for the year 2017. The average Breath alcohol
Concentration ( BrAC) for this year was .14. The DWI’s statistics show fifty-seven (57)
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total Aggravated, and seven (7) felony arrests. There were thirty-two (32) refusals for
DWI related offenses, and nine (9) blood draws.
An additional 210 additional citations were issued with DWI’s. There were twentyseven (27) alcohol related crashes.








Aggravated
Felony
Non-aggravated
Citations with DWI
Average B.A.C.
Refusals
Blood

Alcohol Related Crashes
ENDWI Patrol

57
7
39
210
.14 (117 breath samples taken)
32
9
27
1

1
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The crash team was activated a total of six activations in 2017. Two of the call -outs
resulted in fatal crashes. The remaining four sustained injuries or major injuries.

 03/07/2017- 17-01345 -60/84/ Wheaton. - Pickup vs. Semi The driver of a 2015
Maroon pickup was travelling south on Wheaton approaching the stop sign at
60/84. A semi tractor trailer was in the process of turning north on Wheaton from
60/84. The pickup drove left of center and struck the side of the semi tractor
trailer. The driver of the pickup was transported to Lubbock but recovered from
his injury. The driver of the pickup was cited for driving left of center and
speeding.
 03/14/2017- 17-01479-1400 Mabry. - Pickup vs. Pedestrian. Eye witness
reported to CPD officer seeing a male walking across Mabry Drive in a north
easterly direction. Witness stated an eastbound vehicle tried to stop but struck the
pedestrian. The pedestrian was not crossing at an intersection and would be
considered at fault in this crash. No citations were issued and the pedestrian is
still recovering from injuries in this crash.
 05/05/2017- 17-02543-Grand/ Prince. – SUV vs. Police Unit. Officer Tim Orum
was travelling south bound on Prince Street approaching Grand. A gold 2015
GMS Yukon which was travelling north on Prince began to turn west onto Grand.
Officer Orum had the right of way and veered tight and applied heavy braking in
an attempt to avoid striking the gold Yukon, but to no avail. The driver of the
gold Yukon was cited for fail to yield right of way making a left turn. There were
no injuries reported in this crash. The police car was totaled.
 06/21/2017- 17-03441-Tierra Blanca/ Gidding – This case involved two drivers
who had a disagreement on Wallace just south of Llano Estacado. The drivers
had an argument at this location. The first vehicle left the scene with the second
following. The first vehicle stopped just south of Tierra Blanca on Gidding and
exited the vehicle. The driver of the second vehicle turned south on Gidding and
then turned violently into the persons who had exited the car. An occupant who
was hit by the second vehicle was trapped under the car and dragged into the yard
of 3120 Gidding, This person sustained life threatening injuries. The driver of the
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first vehicle was charged with Aggravated Battery with a motor vehicle. The
crash team assisted SOU with this callout.
 08/15/2017 –17-04538- S. Prince/ Green Acres – This case involved a single
motorcycle event. The motorcyclist was travelling north on Prince operating a
2005 Harley Davidson motorcycle. The rider apparently rode into some standing
water on the roadway and lost control of the motorcycle. The rider was ejected
from the motorcycle and succumbed to fatal injuries.
 10/07/2017 –17-05608- Manana/ Apache – This crash involved a motorcyclist
who was operating a 2012 Harley Davidson motorcycle. The rider was west
bound on Manana street and failed to negotiate the curve just east of Apache. The
motorcyclist struck the south curb which caused the motorcycle to go down and
then vault violently. The rider was ejected and came to rest in the intersection of
Manana and Apache. The rider succumbed to fatal injuries in this crash. The
OMI report revealed the motorcyclist had a blood alcohol level over the legal
limit to operate a motor vehicle in the State of New Mexico.
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The Clovis Police Department selected a new K-9 Handler early in the year. In August
of this year, we selected a new PSD (Spike) and he, with handler (Brian Wanzor),
attended Patrol School in Casa Grande, Arizona. Spike was not able to successfully test
out of Patrol School. In October, they returned to Adlerhorst in Riverside, California,
and selected a second PSD (PSD Castor). Officer Wanzor and Castor began patrol
school and successfully completed this in December 2017. The K-9 Unit logged 109.5
hours of training for the Calendar Year 2017. A breakdown of the training is as follows:
Training Hours for 2017
 32.5 hours training on obedience
 7.0 hours training on area searches
 31.0 hours training on apprehension exercises
 109.5 hours training on K9 monthly
 29.0 hours training on narcotics
 8.0 hours training on firearms
Duty Activity Report 2017
 156 Alarms
28 Open Doors
 18 Residential Building Searches
37 Vehicle Searches
 18 Commercial Building Searches
319 Traffic Stops
 227 Citations
55 Handler Arrests
 15 Area Searches
45 Narcotic Searches
 21 Call outs
19 Outside Agency Assists
 2 Bites
80 Officer Requests
 7 Demonstrations
89 Offense Reports
 65 Activity Reports
73 Assisted Arrests
Handler and K-9 down time for the year is 140 hours.
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Gang Unit:
The documented gang member arrests for the year of 2017 are associated with the
following gangs:
Blood-KS

1

West Side Loco

41

107 Hoova Crip

10

East Side Crip

16

Sur 13

5

Piru

9

East Side Loco

12

MS 13

3

South Side Blood

3

Crip

9

Brown Pride

1

Clovis Town Gangsta

1

SNM

5

West Side Loco Old School

37

4th Street

14

Nortenos

4

Surenos

7

Prims

1

West Side 19th

1

Cash Money Original Gangsta 1

East Side Darte

2

Voto Loco Boys

2

West Crip

4

26 Gangsta

2

Number of Arrests
Sex
 Male:
 Female:

167
24

Age
 Adult:
 Juvenile:

191
0
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Criminal History
 First Offense:
 Repeat Offense

0
191

Number of Charges Severity
 Felonies:
 Misdemeanor:

59
132

Number of Arrests Involving Weapons
Type of Weapon(s)
 Firearm:
 Knife:
 Other:

1
1
0

Seizures
 Drugs:
 Weapons:
 Other:

0
0
0
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The Clovis Police Department SWAT Team had four activations during the calendar
year 2017.
February 1, 2017 at 1930 hours, SWAT responded to Cannon Air Force Base for a joint
training operation with MAFR (Melrose Air force Firing Range). This operation
included coordinated entries to two different locations by a civilian police agency in
conjunction with a military unit. This was a training exercise and was used to show
operational readiness for the Clovis Police Department SWAT Team.
This operation included the use of simunitions rounds and also included the deployment
of noise diversion devices during the operation.
May 12, 2017, Joshua Martinez, high risk search warrant at 316 N. Thornton St. The
search warrant was for a residence where a subject had been reported to have kidnapped
a former girlfriend and fired a 9mm handgun at her head while she was in the residence.
The residence was secured and a suspect was not located in the residence. No chemical
or lethal munitions were utilized during the incident. Martinez was not located inside
the residence at the time of the search warrant service. Martinez was later located and
arrested on an active warrant for aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.
September 27, 2017, Maria Martinez at 511 E. 11th street began yelling and then shot a
gun into the air before returning into the residence. Officers were in the area and heard
gunshots. A neighbor had witnessed a female shooting a gun. Officers attempted
contact with negative results. The SWAT Team was activated and established a
perimeter on the residence.
Negotiations were attempted and SWAT Team attempted and formed a tactical plan.
After authorization from Chief Ford, SWAT began breaching windows on the residence.
Negotiations continued with no success and a gas plan was made and put on stand-by.
Prior to deploying gas, authorization was given by Chief Ford to breach the back
door to the residence. Martinez was contacted in the kitchen and taken into custody
without the use of any chemical or lethal munitions. Martinez was charged with
negligent use of a deadly weapon.
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October 27, 2017. The Clovis Police SWAT Team was activated to 416 Mercury
Marcello Arguijo for a report of an aggravated assault involving a gun. Arguijo was
reported to have in his possession a 9mm handgun and was choking a family dog. He
had not slept for days. The Clovis Police SWAT Team arrived to the location, secured a
perimeter, and began negotiations. A suspect was contacted in the residence and after
negotiations he exited the residence and was taken into custody. No lethal or chemical
munitions were used during this incident.

Arguijo was arrested and charged with:
Failure to comply with conditions of probation
Resisting, evading, obstructing
Felon in possession of a firearm
Cruelty to animals
Assault on a household member
Aggravated assault with a deadly weapon

During 2017, we were able to send three operators to Basic SWAT training in Carlsbad,
New Mexico. We obtained multiple new FLIR monocular optics. The team trained on
the proper use of these devices. The team was also supplied with TCI Liberator
headsets that are designed to function with the portable radio issued to all members
of the department. We tested the headsets and used them during SWAT Team weapons
qualifications. The headsets have been excellent additions to the equipment used by this
team. The communications during operations have improved significantly since the
issuance of these headsets.
The Team experienced some growth during the year with the change in team command
positions. Lt. Telles was assigned as the team commander and Sgt. Gurule has remained
as the team leader. The team is in need of new members and looks forward to
conducting a testing process in the near future.
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SWAT Sniper Element
The Clovis Police Department Sniper Team had a productive year in 2017. The Clovis
SWAT Team Sniper Unit was able to meet on six (6) occasions for sniper training.
Each scheduled training day consisted of two (2) hours training time. The Team was
also required to go out on a regular basis and fire cold bore deviation rounds in order to
track what effect the elements have on the bullets.

The Clovis Police Department Sniper Team was able to completely transition to the
newly purchased AR-10 semi auto sniper rifles in January 2017, keeping the
older bolt action rifles as back-up only rifles. These new rifles were equipped with
Nightforce Optics. During 2017, the department was able to purchase new optics and
outfit all the rifles with a Nightforce Optic so each scope and reticule was the same.

Lt. Thron and Lt. Telles were present for all six training days for a total of 13 hours of
sniper training. Three sniper qualifications were conducted in order to establish
operational readiness and to verify the sniper and rifle were ready to deploy.

Officer Padilla was approved to move to the Sniper Team in November of 2017 to
replace Sgt. Rodriguez. This transition began in late November and was complete just
prior to the December Sniper Team training. Officer Padilla has not been to long range
precision training at this time but will be scheduled in the near future.
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2017 proved to be a more than challenging year for the Clovis Police Department and
our community. In March, our officers assisted during the initial response to a crashed
aircraft from Cannon Air Force Base, where we lost three airmen. We are still a small
enough community that this event touched everyone. The department responded to two
fire investigations in 2017. The first was in April, when fire took the life of a beautiful
little girl; the second was in November, where three people lost their lives. To date,
there were four events of homicide with the loss of six lives during those events. On
August 28th, 2017, the Clovis Police Department joined the list of agencies that have
responded to mass shootings. This event, at the Clovis- Carver Public Library, affected
everyone in Clovis, but our community showed its resilience and ability to work through
this horrible time. Our department and our town emerged from this ordeal more
determined and robust. Together, as a community, we chose to show the world that we
would not allow an individual’s vile act to define us. The incident was followed by
bomb threats and threats on social media. A juvenile was found responsible for the
social media threat, and we haven’t lost hope of finding the person responsible for the
bomb threats. Our most recent challenge happened in December, another person, with
anarchistic views tried and failed to split our community once again.
The Clovis Police Department is stronger because we have a strong and supportive
public. Without this cooperation, we would not be as effective as we are. We are lucky
to have Clovis as our home and we SERVE WITH HONOR.
The Special Operations Unit continued to provide excellent investigative services to the
citizens of Clovis. The Special Operations Unit investigated and solved crimes ranging
from Murder, to Burglary, Sex Crimes and White-Collar Crimes. In 2017, we had some
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turnover with Lt. Steven Cope retiring in December. Lt. Trevor Thron was assigned to
SOU and has made a seamless transition to the Unit. SOU is currently staffed with six
(6) full-time detectives and a Detective Lieutenant.
SOU Staffing also includes the majority of the Major Crimes Unit. The cases noted
below were directly related to the City of Clovis.
February 13, 2017 – About 9:47 p.m., Officers of the Clovis Police Department
responded to the 500 block of West 4th Street for a report of a stabbing victim. Officers
contacted Lorenzo Martinez (50 years of age) exiting the home where he was detained.
Within the apartment, Officers located Mary Neal (57 years of age) who was deceased.
Neal had been stabbed and had succumbed to her injuries. Martinez was arrested for the
murder of Mary Neal. Martinez is awaiting trial.
April 20, 2017 – About 4:15 a.m., the Clovis Police Department Dispatch received a
telephone call from a subject who stated a person had been “shot” in the “back” at an
apartment in the 1000 block of Martin Luther King Boulevard. During the initial call to
the apartment complex, Officers responding to the scene, located a vehicle near the
intersections of Aspen Street and Martin Luther King Boulevard. David “Bo Bo” Lopez
(43 years of age) was identified as the deceased person in the apartment. Carlos
Gallegos (25 years of age) was identified as the deceased person in the vehicle.
Through the course of multiple interviews, an accounting of the events which transpired
on 04/20/17 was developed. A fight began at the apartment following an argument over
“breaking down” some marijuana. Carlos Gallegos punched at an individual and David
Lopez engaged Carlos Gallegos in a fight. During the course of the fight, witnesses
described repeated punching between the individuals as they tried to break the fight up.
During this, witnesses reported seeing blood, but that no one was bleeding from the face.
Gallegos exited the apartment and foyer with his hand against his neck, went to his car,
and returned with a pistol. Gallegos entered the residence and discharged the pistol
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twice, striking Lopez once in the right buttock. A pistol was found in the vehicle under
Gallegos’ left buttock. A knife, whose blade tip had a reddish brown discoloration
consistent with blood, was recovered from Lopez’ pants pocket. Based on this
information and the evidence, no charges were filed, as both parties succumbed to their
injuries.
August 28, 2017 - At approximately 4:13 p.m., Officers of the Clovis Police
Department were dispatched to the Clovis-Carver Public Library at 701 North Main
Street for an active shooter. Officers entered the building and confronted the shooter
who immediately surrendered and was taken into custody. The shooter was identified as
Nathanial Wayne Jouette, 16 years of age. During this mass shooting, two city
employees were killed, another city employee was shot and three other people were
injured by gunfire. Jouette was indicted on murder (2 counts), child abuse (2 counts),
assault with intent to commit a felony (34 counts), and aggravated battery (4 counts). He
is awaiting trial.
September 5, 2017- At 1:58 a.m., Officers of the Clovis Police Department responded
to the Clovis Apartments at 1000 North Martin Luther King Boulevard for a report of
shots fired. The caller reported hearing gun shots behind their apartment complex and
further stated they saw a male lying on the ground. Officers arrived on scene, contacting
multiple people including the victim, identified as David McDonald (30 years of age).
David McDonald was transported to Plains Regional Medical Center for treatment.
David McDonald did not survive and was pronounced deceased at 3:24 a.m. Darryl
Turner (30 years of age) has been identified as a suspect in the homicide. An arrest
warrant for an open count of murder was generated for Turner. Turner has not been
captured and is believed to be in northern California.
In 2017, Detectives were assigned 506 cases (425 in 2016). Of the cases, Detectives
cleared 283 cases (44.7%). The clearance was based on Arrests, Warrants for arrest,
cases that were Exceptionally Cleared and cases that were Unfounded. This total does
not include the Inactive cases (97) or the Active cases (60).
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There were 627 Burglary Reports taken in 2017 by Patrol, which is -13%, less than the
725 reported in 2016. Of those 627 Burglary Reports, 69 Burglary Cases were assigned
to the Detective Division from January 2017 through December 2017.
The following UCR reportable crimes affected our community:
 Murder:

6

(up from 2 in 2016)

 CSP (Rape/CSP of a Minor

49

(up from 39 in 2016)

 Robbery

16

(up from 33 in 2016)

 Aggravated Assault

102 (up from 56 in 2016)

 Burglary

639 (up from 627 in 2016)

 Larceny/Shoplifting

813 (down from 1,077 in 2016)

 Motor Vehicle Theft

140 (down from 141 in 2016)

 Felony Arrests

822 (up from 799 in 2016)
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The Region V Drug Task Force Agents worked confidential informants to develop
search warrants and arrests in Eastern New Mexico in 2017. Our agents have been
working cases with other Agents in Curry County, Roosevelt County, Tucumcari, Santa
Rosa, and Portales.
Throughout this year, Drug Task Force manning has been fluctuating. The Curry
County Sheriff’s Office is providing one full time agent. Operations ended early
October 2017. The 2018 grant was not released by the Department of Justice. With
sanctuary cities suing the Department of Justice in reference to the release of these funds
and their policies being contrary to federal law, these grants may not be actionable until
Spring 2018. We have been working around this obstacle through joint operations with
other agencies.

Information listed below is based on seizures made by Clovis Police Department
Officers assigned to the Region 5 Drug Task Force:
ITEM

SEIZURES 2016

SEIZUARES 2017

Marijuana

10587.87 gg

1054.9 gg

Methamphetamine

1583.7 gg

1510.5 gg

Cocaine

86.2 gg

8.8 gg

Crack Cocaine

2 gg

45 gg

Heroin

.75 gg

21.6 gg

Prescription Drugs

12.5 pills

878 pills

Spice

225 gg

0

ITEM

SEIZURES 201

SEIZURES 2017
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Ecstasy

0

0

Other Drugs

182 items (LSD, Psylocibin) 41 g

Narcotic Paraphernalia

10 Scales, 23 Pipes

Guns

14

U.S. Currency

$41,896.00

The Narcotic Unit also had the following activities in 2017:
ACTIVITY

AMOUNT

ASSIST OUTSIDE AGENCY

Search Warrants

52

35

Controlled Buys

34

12

New Investigations

41

0

Closed Investigations

17

0

Physical Arrests

29

10

In 2017, R5DTF overtime also conducted one (1) street operation resulting in fifteen
(15) traffic stops, with sixteen (16) traffic and misdemeanor citations issued, and five (5)
gg of controlled substances seized. Though the seizures were minimal, the physical
presence and directed engagement of targeted areas created an atmosphere where the
citizens were able to see Officers in action, as opposed to the typical use of Agents
working quietly in the background.
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The Property and Evidence Unit continues to be operated with great efficiency by Mr.
Wendell Blair. The total number of physical property type items received into evidence
in 2017 was 7,639, which is a 56% increase from 2016’s total of 4,882. The DIMS
(Digital Information Management System) was rarely used during 2017 because it was
close to its maximum storage capacity. Throughout the year, the Evidence Unit
transitioned 23,652 pieces of evidence to the courts, labs, storage, and to individuals.
This is a 4% increase from last year’s total of 22,652. The Evidence Unit destroyed
2,343 items through court orders in 2017, a 44% increase from last year’s total of 1,623
items. A total of 304 items were transferred to its owners and 90 items were transferred
to other agencies in 2017.
In late 2017, the Clovis Police Department requested and received funding from the City
of Clovis for the Evidence Unit. This funding will incorporate repurposing the building
at 320 Connelly Street for longer term storage of evidence and an upgrade to the Digital
Information Management System (DIMS). The upgrade is scheduled for spring 2018.

Evidence Technician
Wendell Blair
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ACTION

AMOUNTS

Item collected
204
Stored in Location
14,155
To Santa Fe Lab
240
From Santa Fe Lab
381
To Hobbs Lab
438
From Hobbs Lab
374
To Court
330
From Court
237
Returned to Owner
304
Retained for Department Use
0
Transferred to Other Agency
90
Out for Discovery
1,794
In from Discovery
1,791
Out for Review
70
In from Review
67
Out for Investigation
217
In from Investigation
207
Destroyed
2,343
Retained by Court
99
Transferred to Another Case
0
Received in Evidence
84
Mailed to SLD
24
Submitted into Evidence
194
To Lab LC
3
From Lab LC
3
Transferred to Case File
1
___________________________________________________________
SUBTOTAL
23,652
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The Professional Standards Unit is responsible for the internal affairs, staff inspections,
training and recruiting functions within the Clovis Police Department.
The Internal Affairs Unit conducts and coordinates the investigations of allegations of
misconduct on the part of department employees. During 2017, only one (1) internal
investigation was processed.
The Professional Standards Unit conducts inspections of all organizational components
with the department, ensuring compliance with New Mexico State Chiefs of Police
Association Accreditation and Departmental policies and procedures. There were a total
of four (4) quarterly random inspections of the Property/Evidence room. The unit also
conducted an annual 100% audit of the firearms, narcotics, money and jewelry secured
in the property/evidence room. During all inspections/audits, no discrepancies were
noted.
In 2017, the Recruitment Unit conducted the required testing and background processes
for a total of 24 personnel. We hired twelve (12) new police officers, three (3) animal
control officers, twelve (2) records clerks and seven (7) telecommunicators.
The Training Unit conducted a forty-hour (40) annual in-house training program to meet
the biennium training requirements set forth by the New Mexico Department of Public
Safety. The department is also providing additional training through the use of a webbased software called the V-Academy. The officers and staff completed a minimum of
eight (8) on-line courses concerning a variety of different courses.
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